Electrophysical properties, memristive and resistive switching of charged domain walls in lithium niobate
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Abstract

Charged domain walls (CDWs) in ferroelectric materials raise both fundamental and practical interest due to their electrophysical properties differing from bulk ones. On a microstructure level, CDWs in ferroelectrics are 2D defects separating regions with different spontaneous polarization vector directions. Screening of electric field of the CDW’s bound ionic charges by mobile carriers leads to the formation of elongated narrow channels with an elevated conductivity in initially dielectric materials. Controlling the position and inclination angle of CDW relative to the spontaneous polarization direction, one can change its conductivity over a wide range thus providing good opportunities for developing memory devices, including neuromorphic systems. This review describes the state of art in the formation and application of CDWs in single crystal uniaxial ferroelectric lithium niobate (LiNbO$_3$, LN), as resistive and memristive switching devices. The main CDWs formation methods in single crystal and thin-film LN have been described, and modern data have been presented on the electrophysical properties and electrical conductivity control methods of CDWs. Prospects of CDWs application in resistive and memristive switching memory devices have been discussed.
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1. Introduction

Theoretical insight in the possibility of forming charged domain walls (CDWs) started in 1973 from a classic work of Soviet physicists [1], and experimental studies of their exclusive properties have intensified in the two recent decades due to the wide application of probe microscopy, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, femtosecond lasers and discovery of a variety of new ferroelectric materials [2]. The properties of CDW originate from the screening phenomenon of internal electric fields of adjacent domains by mobile carriers. Neutralizing the electric field of a 1 cm$^2$ CDW requires $10^{14}$–$10^{15}$ electron charges. Screening of the ionic charges of domain walls involves the accumulation of impurity ions in the vicinity of CDW [3] and/or redistribution of free carriers which can lead to a significant increase in the local conductivity in the vicinity of domain walls and the formation of a conductive channel inside dielectric materials [4–6] or a local change of the contact properties of materials [7]. In some materials, the behavior of free carriers in the vicinity of CDW can be described using
the quasi-2D electron gas model. The free carrier concentration near the wall can reach $\sim 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$, which can lead to quasimetallic electrical conductivity of CDWs in some materials [8]. Ab initio calculations also predict the possibility of changing the conductivity type to metallic in some materials near CDWs accumulating elevated free carrier concentrations in their vicinity [9]. Nevertheless, the electrical conductivity of discrete CDWs does not make any significant contribution to the bulk electrical conductivity of macroscopic size ferroelectric crystal specimens since the width of the conductive channel is very small [6].

The first direct evidence of the existence of conductive domain walls was obtained in the pioneering experiments with BiFeO$_3$ [10]. Since then CDWs conductivity measurements using conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) have been made for multiple ferroelectrics including PbZr$_{0.2}$Ti$_{0.8}$O$_3$, LiNbO$_3$ and BaTiO$_3$, R$\text{MnO}_3$ (where $R$ = Sc, Y, In, rare-earth elements from Dy to Lu), Cu$_3$B$_2$O$_5$Cl and (Ca,Sr)$_3$Ti$_2$O$_7$. The data of those studies suggest that the elevated electrical conductivity of CDW is quite a frequent occurrence [11].

The electrical conductivity $\sigma$ of CDW largely depends on the angle $\alpha$ between the spontaneous polarization vector and the tangent to the CDW surface (the so-called tilt or inclination angle) since there is the proportional relation $\sigma \propto 2P_s \sin \alpha$, where $2P_s$ is the spontaneous polarization of adjacent domains. At $\alpha < 90$ deg the domain wall is partially charged and its conductivity is below the maximum possible one. The Landau–Ginzburg–Devonshire theory predicts an increase in the conductivity by one order of magnitude in comparison with that of the monodomain material at small CDW inclination angles ($\alpha \sim \pi/40$) and by three orders of magnitude at a right inclination angle [12]. However, the measured currents through CDW were below the theoretical ones, possibly due to the presence of contact barriers.

One of the most interesting classical intrinsic ferroelectrics from the CDWs formation viewpoint is lithium niobate. Lithium niobate (LN) has a uniaxial domain structure in which the spontaneous polarization vectors of adjacent domains are always antiparallel to each other, enabling the existence of only three domain wall configuration types: “head-to-tail” ones which are neutral, and “head-to-head” and “tail-to-tail” ones which have bound ionic charge (Fig. 1).

The temperature and chemical stability, the high Curie point (about 1140 °C for congruent composition crystals) and the absence of lead in the composition make LN the perfect model object for studying CDWs properties. There is a wide range of technologies allowing one to produce, in single-crystal LN wafers, metastable CDWs having almost any morphology and capable of existing for unlimited time over a wide range of temperatures [13]. From this viewpoint LN can be considered as a hyperferroelectric, i.e., an intrinsic ferroelectric the domain structure in which is not destabilized by the unscreened depolarization field. In this field CDWs is considered to be “frozen” without the necessity of introducing any impurities, defects or mechanical stresses [9, 14].

At an early stage of LN domain structure studies, great attention was paid to crystals having regular (periodic) domain structures (RDS) which can efficiently generate second harmonics of laser radiation. These crystals are distinguished by the presence of head-to-tail neutral domain walls (Fig. 1 a) that do not exhibit any significant increase in the electrical conductivity as compared to the neighboring bulk. It is believed that a change of the spontaneous polarization vector upon crossing those neutral walls occurs either by the Bloch mechanism [15] (experimental data for lithium tantalate and isomorphic LN) or by the combined Bloch–Neel–Ising mechanism [16] (ab initio calculations).

Study of RDS formation in LN crystals upon electric field application showed that at room temperature, domain structure switching in the polar axis direction includes an intermediate stage at which needle-like domains form with small (few degrees) inclination angles (Fig. 1 b). Detailed analysis using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy showed that those domain walls consist (on a scale of an order of lattice parameter) of steps (“kinks”) containing both neutral domain boundary

![Diagram](image_url) Figure 1. Schematics of different domain wall types existing in uniaxial ferroelectric crystals: (a) neutral “head-to-tail”; (b) partially charged with the inclination angle $\alpha$; (c) charged “head-to-head”; (d) “tail-to-tail”. Image adapted from [18] upon permission of AIP Publishing
sections and sections with bound ionic charge in which the spontaneous polarization vectors are orthogonal to the domain wall. Furthermore, even domain walls having a zero inclination angle on a macroscopic level may have such microscopic-scale charged sections [17]. The additional ionic charge generated in the sections where the spontaneous polarization vector is normal to the domain wall is mainly compensated by mobile charges. The higher the macroscopic domain wall inclination angle, the more microscopic bound charge sections it contains and the more mobile carriers are accumulated in its vicinity. Beginning from inclination angles of several degrees, domain walls acquire the capability to conduct electric current better than the neighboring domains. If this change in electrical conductivity is recorded by experimental techniques, then one can say that the crystal contains a CDW, although it is evident that this definition is quite arbitrary since neutral walls also have some bound ionic charge sections on a microscopic level.

There are methods allowing one to obtain domain walls in LN that are orthogonal to the spontaneous polarization vector on large areas and have a bound charge close to the maximum possible one, i.e., the so-called bidomain structures (Fig. 1 c and d). These CDWs exhibit high electrical conductivity and are of great fundamental and practical interest. Noteworthy, the pattern of spontaneous polarization vector change upon crossing a maximally charged wall has not yet been clearly identified in literature.

Below is a brief review of main achievements in CDWs studies for LN crystals and description of promising CDWs application areas in electronic devices.

2. Methods of forming charged domain walls in lithium niobate

One should distinguish two types of single crystal LN specimens used in CDWs studies: those cut from bulk single crystals and those obtained from thin films (ranging from hundreds of nanometers to several microns in thickness) by chipping off onto the substrate after ion implantation (most commonly using helium), i.e., the so-called Lithium Niobate on Insulator (LNOI) [19]. The latter specimens are much more expensive since these single crystal films are available from only a few companies. However, spontaneous polarization switching in thin films requires far lower voltages and the CDWs’ conductivity current is simpler to record [20–23], making them very suitable for studies [24]. However, experimental results on CDWs in such specimens may differ significantly from those for bulk single crystals due to the elevated bulk concentration of radiation defects.

CDWs formation methods in bulk single crystal and thin LNOI films are generally similar except that LNOI films are not suitable for high-temperature treatment (near the Curie point). Therefore the CDWs formation methods are arbitrarily divided hereinafter in low-temperature ones that are conducted at room temperature and high-temperature ones.

Most low-temperature methods are based on the application of an external electric field that locally switches the domain structure. Thus, partially charged domain walls, with inclination angles within the range of 0 < α < 90 deg, typically around 10 deg, are produced. Unfortunately, application of an external electric field from conducting electrodes does not allow forming CDWs with a high inclination angle α on large area due to the growth of needle-like domains with a tooth-shaped domain boundary [12, 21, 25, 26].

Switching of a domain structure in LN at room temperature requires applying strong electric fields: a coercive field of at least 2 kV/mm for stoichiometric composition crystals and at least 20 kV/mm for congruent composition crystals [27]. CDWs produced by domain structure switching with an external electric field at room temperature contribute significantly to the free energy of the crystal. However, such domain structures in LN remain stable up to about 100 nm sizes [28, 29]. The sizes and morphology of domains formed in LN crystals by applying external electric fields depend on polarization conditions and differ between crystallographic cuts.

CDWs formation in macroscopic single crystal LN specimens is commonly achieved by switching domain structures with coercive electric fields applied between flat conducting electrodes in a capacitor structure (Fig. 2 a). The growth of needle-like domains in congruent composition LN crystals begins from the Z’ surface at electric field magnitudes slightly below the one required for entire switching of a single domain plate. When the applied electric field reaches the coercive value, the domain wall movement speed can be as high as decades of mm/s [26]. UV assisted switching favors more efficient generation of domain formation centers and reduces the coercive field [30]. Thin-film and liquid phase (electrolyte based) contacts are widely used to switch ferroelectric domains in a capacitor structure. Thin-film electrodes are suitable in operation and can be deposited through required masks, including nanometer resolution ones. However, there are indications that multiple switching of domains using such electrodes can trigger ferroelectric fatigue, i.e., the formation of “frozen” (not external field switchable) domains. The use of liquid electrolyte based electrodes (e.g. LiCl) allows avoiding the fatigue effect and increasing the number of domain structure switching cycle resource [31]. Using various combinations of continuous liquid and film electrodes, it is possible to achieve a through growth of inverted domains in z-cut LN wafers. This provides the ability to control domain wall inclination in a range of 0.2 to 1.2 deg, thereby transforming domain walls from the insulating to the conducting state and vice versa [32].

Another widely used method of CDWs formation in LN under laboratory conditions is local domain structure switching in a surface layer by applying voltage
to the cantilever probe of an atomic force microscope (AFM). The advantage of this method is the possibility of studying the conductive state of CDWs immediately after switching by c-AFM on the same instrument without removing the specimen. This approach is similarly effective for polar and non-polar crystal cuts. The main distinctive feature of the method is the presence of a heavily inhomogeneous super-coercive electric field in the material bulk which is quite slowly screened by free charges. Slow external field screening can trigger unexpected phenomena upon domain structure switching. For example, if the cantilever moves between two unpolarized points in contact with the specimen surface when a negative voltage is applied to the specimen, domains can form with spontaneous polarization vectors directed against the cantilever electric field. If the cantilever is withdrawn from the crystal surface before movement to the next point, the spontaneous polarization directions of the forming domains are the same as that of the cantilever electric field (Fig. 2b). When a positive voltage is applied to the probe there is no difference between the domains induced by the cantilever withdrawn from or remaining in contact with the surface [33–35].

Despite the relative availability of the AFM cantilever probe field application method, only CDWs with low inclination angles relative to spontaneous polarization direction can be formed. Domain walls with a bound charge close to the maximum one can be formed in surface areas of unpolar x-cuts using periodical thin-film electrodes [18, 36] (Fig. 2c). The type, angle and charge of the CDW can be controlled using different electrode configurations. To further apply such boundaries in device structures, it is necessary to remove the contacts used for switching the domain structure and deposit new ones crossing the CDW.

High coercive fields in LN crystals entail the stability of almost any domain structure configurations at room temperature and a strong dependence of switching processes on external and internal electric screening of charges. Where technology requires, CDWs formation at room temperature can be simplified by reducing switching fields with a surface buffer layer for internal and external}

---

**Figure 2.** Appearance of CDWs formed using different methods: (a) flat electrodes in a capacitor structure; (b) voltage application to AFM probe; (c) flat electrodes in lateral direction of non-polar x-cut; (d) diffusion annealing with Li₂O deficiency. Image (b) copied from [33] upon permission of Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society, image (c) copied from [18] upon permission of AIP Publishing, image (d) copied from [37] under CC BY 4.0 license.
screening fields reduction that can be synthesized, e.g. by ion implantation [18]. The use of such buffer layers allows reducing the working switching voltage of CDW-based devices.

The high-temperature approach to CDWs formation in LN single crystals implies the use of gradients of several scalar bulk parameters, e.g. point defect concentration, impurity atoms or bulk temperature distribution, upon crossing the Curie point during cooling [13]. In this case two macrodomains separated by one CDW with α ≈ 90 deg are formed in the crystalline wafer (the so-called bidomain crystal, Fig. 2 d). The domain inversion phenomenon in LN upon heat treatment near the Curie point accompanied by Li2O out-diffusion was first reported in [39, 40] and then studied by many researchers [41–46].

From the technological viewpoint, the methods of controlling the domain structure of LN crystals without external electric field application can be categorized into two groups: aimed at forming an inhomogeneous distribution of composition or temperature in LN crystals. The former group methods include diffusion and out-diffusion anneals of lithium oxide [44, 46] and directional diffusion of titanium [47], rhodium [45], yttrium [48] and other rare-earth elements to LN crystals. Alternatively, bidomain ferroelectric structures can be formed by rapid annealing of crystals after proton substitution (treatment in a weak acid melt at ~200 °C) [49–52].

The latter group includes various methods of forming inhomogeneous thermal fields in the crystal bulk, e.g. by placing crystals in containers with macroinhomogeneous steady-state temperature distribution subjected to slow cooling [53–55] or fast non-steady-state cooling with Curie temperature crossing [42, 43, 56].

Using the above methods one can produce domain structures in crystals with elongated head-to-head or tail-to-tail CDW. Depending on the pattern of internal fields, polydomain, bidomain-polydomain or bidomain structures with sharp interdomain boundaries can form [42, 43]. Initially, bidomain crystals were suggested for use in piezoelectric mechano-electric converters such as precision actuators [56–63], low-frequency vibration [37] and magnetic field (within composite magneto-electrics [64]), as well as waste energy harvesters [65–67], but the presence of a single CDW with an area of decades of sq.cm makes this material extremely attractive for studying resistive and memristive switching processes.

CDWs formed in LN crystals can be visualized using various methods, either by contrast with adjacent domains having different spontaneous polarization directions or by contrast of the boundaries themselves. Among the wide variety of methods for visualizing domain walls in LN crystals, the most important are selective etching and piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM). Due to its simple implementation, selective etching is very often used for rapid control of domain structures although the method is destructive. Typical etchants are fluoric acid based ones. Boiling etchants are often used for rapid optical microscopy specimen preparation. If more gentle treatment is required, e.g. for studying small domains or thin surface layers with spontaneous polarization vector inversion, long-term room temperature etching can be used [68, 69]. Whereas selective etching is mainly used for revealing domains larger than 1 mm, the resolution of PFM allows studying domain structure features accurate to units or decades of nanometers. Detailed information on PFM application to study of different specimen types was published [70, 71].

Along with the two abovementioned methods, domain structures in LN crystals can be studied with less widely used nondestructive methods such as acoustic microscopy [72] (including in combination with probe microscopy [71]) and a number of optical methods including confocal Raman [74, 75] and luminescent [76] microscopy, electrooptical near-field microscopy [77], optical coherent tomography [78], detection and analysis of second harmonics of laser radiation generated at domain wall (in far-field [79] and near-field [79, 80] modes and using the Vavilov–Cherenkov radiation method [81–83]) and X-ray topography [84]. 3D reconstruction of CDW morphology can be obtained using topographic atomic force microscopy [85, 86]. Detailed comparison of domain wall visualization methods in LN crystals is reported earlier [86].

### 3. Electrophysical properties of CDWs in LN

The primary methods to study the local electrical conductivity of CDWs in LN crystals include recording and analyzing I-V curves, conducting impedance spectroscopy, and monitoring the temporal changes in current through CDWs at a constant voltage.

The following two approaches are mainly used in practice. First, the tip of AFM cantilever is used as a conducting electrode and second, the crystal is coated with continuous electrodes to contact with the CDW. The main advantage of AFM for CDW studies is the high localization: this method allows studying nanosized features of structure and current through boundaries. However, the high electric fields induced by the probe can affect the measured parameters or even cause CDW movement and monitoring the temporal changes in current through CDWs at a constant voltage.

The following two approaches are mainly used in practice. First, the tip of AFM cantilever is used as a conducting electrode and second, the crystal is coated with continuous electrodes to contact with the CDW. The main advantage of AFM for CDW studies is the high localization: this method allows studying nanosized features of structure and current through boundaries. However, the high electric fields induced by the probe can affect the measured parameters or even cause CDW movement and local electric breakdown. Furthermore, the use of AFM allows controlling CDW morphology only at distances of about 10 mm from the probe tip [98]: it is a region of nearly the same size that gives the predominant contribution to c-AFM conductivity measurement data [7, 88]. This drawback is not inherent to flat electrodes but their area is large as compared with CDW thickness, and therefore the current through the monodomain neighborhood is recorded simultaneously with the current through the wall. Furthermore, contact phenomena between LN and the flat electrode material affect the current pattern stronger than the cantilever effects [4, 89]. Leading CDW
research teams most often use these two methods in combination [90–92].

Wall conductivity mechanism identification is important for practical CDW application in electronic devices. Separation of bulk effects and contact phenomena is a primary task in these experiments. Ohmic conductivity in contact/CDW/contact systems can only occur in weak electric fields (when recording I–V curve with flat metallic electrodes) [93, 94]. Most often the electrode material is chromium which often provides an Ohmic contact both in monodomain bulks and in CDW-containing regions, regardless whether in bulk materials or in LNOI films [7, 18, 89, 94, 95]. Platinum electrodes were also often used in works with LNOI films [96, 97], but no detailed analysis of contact phenomena was made. Ohmic I–V curve [4] was only observed for Cr electrodes that were earlier used for forming CDWs in the same material by domain switching. If the electrodes were stripped and new similar chromium contacts were deposited onto the same place, the I–V curve pattern transformed to a diode one. It can be assumed that the large electric field magnitudes used for CDWs formation can trigger local changes at the film/specimen interface, similar to those observed during domain structure switching in bulk single crystals [32]. CDW studies by AFM methods often use silver paste as the bottom electrode (the top electrode is the cantilever). Then the bottom electrode material is not crucial in studies of CDW currents for sufficiently thick specimens since a technique similar to the spreading resistance method is implemented, and the main contribution to the measured conductivity is provided by the surface layer. However, the use of silver paste as a continuous electrode in capacitor-like structures with CDW leads to an I–V curve indicative of a rectifying contact [4, 92].

In strong electric fields, I–V curve obtained for head-to-head CDW in LONI films exhibit space-charge-limited current conductivity (SCLC) [22]. In the meantime, for CDWs formed in chemically reduced bulk single crystals, the SCLC mechanism might not be predominant [7]. Often (for thin LNOI films and strong inhomogeneous electric fields) head-to-head CDWs can exhibit diode I–V curve [20].

Despite far weaker suitable electric fields compared with those for AFM cantilevers, flat Ohmic contacts often allow detecting greater amplitude currents at the same voltages. This can be easily accounted for by the greater contact area with the material. The use of probes with micron contact areas also allows one to tangibly (by 6 orders of magnitude) increase the current detectable on CDW as compared with monodomain regions [4].

Although CDWs in LN crystals accumulate additional charges in their vicinity, the current amplitude is typically small and its measurement can cause many difficulties. First, to exhibit conductivity distinct from that of the single domain bulk, the wall should contain a sufficient number of sections with microscopic head-to-head structure. Secondly, even if the conductivity of the CDW is several orders of magnitude higher than that of the monodomain neighborhood, the current is nevertheless quite low since the conductive channel is narrow. Indeed, from the crystallographic viewpoint the width of the region in which the spontaneous polarization vector direction changes does not exceed several lattice parameters [17] and the area of the conductive channel section is small even at high electrical conductivity. Furthermore even the conductivity of a strongly charged wall can sometimes undergo temporal degradation [98, 99].

For this reason the first electrical conductivity measurements in CDW in LN crystals were conducted with super-band UV irradiation of the specimens [93, 100]. In these experiments, it was demonstrated that the current correlates with both the CDWs inclination angle and the concentration of magnesium impurities in the specimen [93] which is in a good agreement with the 2–3 order of magnitude higher photoconductivity of LN:Mg compared to that of nominally pure crystals [101]. Then a method was suggested to increase the conductivity of CDWs with inclination angles close to zero in almost the whole bulk by applying >150 V voltage [94] (according to the authors, the current obtained by this “tuning” of conductivity should not exceed 10 mA and the electric field magnitude must be far lower than the coercive threshold). The application of such an electric field to the initial insulating CDWs significantly increases the fraction of sections with the head-to-head morphology and inclination angles reaching 5 deg. This enhancement results in increased CDW conductivity without UV irradiation, remaining stable over time (Fig. 3).

It seems that the conductive state of CDW largely depends on domain structure switching method or electric field amplitude near domain wall at the time of its initial formation: in earlier work [4] CDWs formed in LN:Mg crystals by applying heavily inhomogeneous electric fields which were stronger than the coercive one.
demonstrated high electrical conductivity immediately after formation without any additional conductivity enhancement unlike [94]. Later studies revealed that the inclination angle of the CDW, a crucial factor determining its electrical conductivity, is influenced not only by the magnitude of the applied electric field during polarization switching but also by the nature of the electrodes (metallic films or electrolyte solution). Prolonged current passage through LN crystals during domain structure switching may lead to degradation of the specimen surface beneath the electrode [32].

Interestingly, uniaxial mechanical stresses can also affect the CDW conductivity [102]. This impact changes the conditions of screening at the interdomain boundary due to the piezoelectric effect. Depending on the initial charge state, the electrical conductivity of CDWs can increase either upon compression or upon tension, the conductivity near neutral domain walls not changing upon mechanical impact.

Due to the far smaller thickness of the specimens, measurement of current through CDW formed in thin LNOI films initially faced less difficulties than measurements for bulk single crystals [20–23]. However the presence of higher defect concentrations in LNOI in comparison with bulk LN single crystals complicates comparison between the conductivity mechanisms.

The majority carriers in head-to-head CDWs are electron polarons. This is confirmed by Hall measurement data [103–105] and agrees well with the fact that the conductivity of single-domain crystals is also electronic. Data on tail-to-tail CDWs are contradictory: it is commonly believed that their conductivity is lower or comparable with that of neighboring domains [7, 106], but it was shown for magnesium doped LNOI [18, 103] that these CDWs still exhibit slightly higher conductivity than their monodomain neighborhood and their conductivity is p type. Numerical values of carrier mobilities in CDWs available in literature are also quite inconsistent. Recent preprint [105] for CDWs with a close to zero inclination angle in magnesium doped bulk LN single crystals reported Hall mobilities of about decades of cm²/(V·s). Hall mobilities of comparable order, albeit slightly higher, were obtained for CDW with an inclination angle of approximately 50 deg in magnesium doped thin LNOI films [103]. These data are 3–4 orders of magnitude greater than Hall mobility data for bulk monodomain crystals of chemically reduced LN measured with photoexcitation (μ ≈ 0.8 cm²/(V·s)) at room temperature [107]. Data of another work [104] are worth special mentioning: Room temperature Hall mobilities of 3700 cm²/(V·s) were obtained by measuring the Corbino effect for CDWs.

In most cases, electrophysical properties of CDWs in magnesium-doped LN specimens are studied. It is well known that Mg ions in bulk LN single crystals occupy niobium positions, thereby reducing the concentration of Nb_Li antisite defects. This effectively suppresses the photorefractive effect, increases the photoconductivity, reduces the external switching electric fields and increases induced domain structure stability [108–110]. Magnesium doping of LN does not increases (and, according to some data, even slightly reduces) the overall electrical conductivity of the material [111–114]. However, it appears that the localized carrier concentration (polaron) for CDWs in LN crystals primarily depends on the wall inclination angle rather than on the polaron concentration in the neighboring single-domain bulk. Therefore, the first-approximation conductivity of CDWs is determined by the carrier concentration. The electron localization energy on a Nb_{Li} antisite defect (bound small polaron) is 1.11 ± 0.1 eV [115] or 0.95 ± 0.15 eV [116], while the electron localization energy on a Nb_{sb} site atom (free small polaron) is 0.54 eV [115, 117]. Moreover, polaron pairs localized at adjacent Nb_{sb} and Nb_{Li} atoms form small bipolarons that do not contribute to conductivity. According to estimates [22], in congruent undoped LN crystals, the frequency of hopping between adjacent bound polaron positions (antisite Nb_{Li}) is ~10⁷ s⁻¹, whereas that between adjacent free polaron positions (site Nb_{sb}) is ~10⁹ s⁻¹. Thus, carriers on CDW in undoped crystals have lower average mobility and are generally quite rapidly trapped by deep centers. The Nb_{Li} concentration in magnesium doped crystals is considerably lower. Consequently, free polarons make the primary contribution to conductivity, resulting in higher CDW conductivity in LN:Mg crystals. Meanwhile, the bulk conductivity of neighboring domains remains the same as in nominally pure specimens.

Studies of the properties of CDWs with inclination angles close to 90 deg (maximum possible for the LN structure) are most often conducted for chemically reduced LN crystals. Although this material has been well studied in the monodomain state, literary data on CDWs conductivity in reduced LN are quite scarce. Chemical reduction which is technologically achieved by annealing in an oxygen free atmosphere leads to crystal “self-doping” with electrons upon removal of molecular oxygen. The loss of one Li₂O and one O₂ molecule by the crystal during this heat treatment releases four electrons from covalent bonds in NbO₆ octahedra [118]. Trapping of these electrons by lattice sites or antisite defects results in crystal coloring and changes its electrophysical properties. According to the accepted model of antisite defect formation in chemically reduced LN, the oxygen sublattice remains occupied, whereas some of the electrons released upon oxygen out-diffusion form free and bound single small polarons contributing to the elevated electrical conductivity of the material. Additionally, these electrons are partially trapped by Nb_{sb}–Nb_{Li} clusters to form bound small bipolarons that do not participate in electron transport. The concentration ratios between the different type polarons and bipolarons depend on temperature [115], but under normal conditions the electrical conductivity of chemically reduced crystals is significantly higher than that of unreduced crystals. In chemically reduced LN crystals, screening of the CDWs electric field...
and the external switching field occurs at far smaller distances [119]. Therefore, the electric properties of domain boundaries in chemically reduced LN also differ from those of undoped and Mg doped LN crystals.

For example, while head-to-head CDWs in chemically reduced LN crystals exhibit higher conductivity than that of neighboring single-domain regions, their conductivity proves to be unstable over time. The current passing through CDWs in crystals tempered for three months after reduction annealing is an order of magnitude lower than immediately after heat treatment. This effect has been demonstrated to be a bulk phenomenon, unrelated to atmospheric impact on the surface [98]. It seems that the cause of this degradation is redistribution of carriers that screen the bound CDWs charge and their association into bipolarons. Since the polaron concentration at a head-to-head type CDW is far higher than in the monodomain region, the association of single polarons into bipolarons is more intense at the boundary. Hence, the compensation of the bound ionic charge over time occurs through localized carriers that do not contribute to conductivity. Similar temporal conductivity degradation was observed earlier [99, 120] when studying currents through CDWs formed in LN:Mg crystals. Probably, deeper layers, e.g. those of background iron impurity typical of LN, can act as charge localization centers in doped crystals. It should also be noted that even after the degradation is over (upon current stabilization) CDWs in chemically reduced LN still have higher conductivity as compared with neighboring bulk.

Literary data on the temperature dependence of CDWs conductivity in LN crystals are contradictory, primarily due to the absence of a universally accepted method for studying carrier transport in 2D defects. In the temperature range of 110–170 °C, a conductivity activation energy of 0.79 eV was determined for head-to-head CDWs in chemically reduced LN crystals, as reported in reference [7]. This value is somewhat higher than the activation energy for the single-domain region (0.64 eV), which was obtained in the same study (Fig. 4 a). The authors observed a contrast change between the CDWs and the neighboring domain in c-AFM scans. Below 100 °C, the current through the CDWs surpassed that of the neighboring single-domain region. However, with further heating, the conductivity of the CDWs decreased, and the current of the neighboring single-domain region became predominant. There was no observed increase in the conductivity of the tail-to-tail CDWs compared to the single-domain region within the experimental temperature range (room to 190 °C). In another work [4] dealing with low inclination angle CDWs formed in LN:Mg crystals, a conductivity activation energy of 0.1 eV was obtained at temperature below 70 °C. With further change in temperature the current became unstable at a constant voltage and exhibited an exponential decline in time with an activation energy of 1.2 eV. The authors also accounted this behavior for by ionic conductivity contribution to the current through the CDW. The activation energy of three-electrode memory cells (see below) was 0.08 eV [95] at around room temperature which is in a good agreement with data cited above [4]. One possible reason for the significant difference between the activation energy values in works [7] and [4, 95] may be the variation in concentrations of antisite defects in the crystals: in the first case, chemically reduced congruent composition LN crystals were studied, containing a substantial amount of NbLi, while in the second and third cases, LN:Mg crystals were investigated, where the formation of NbLi during growth was suppressed. This is indirectly confirmed by other data [22] according to which in LNOI films with CDWs, the current vs temperature curves could be divided in three sections with different activation energies: 0.033 eV at

![Figure 4](image-url). Dependences from which polaron conductivity activation energies were determined for (a) reduced LN crystal with CDW and (b) LNOI crystal. Image (a) is copied from [7] upon permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, image (b) is copied from [22] under license CC BY 4.0.
temperature below 100 K, 0.18 eV from 100 K to 300 K and 0.063 eV at temperature above 300 K (Fig. 4b). The significant differences in the structural perfection of the specimen crystals in the cited works can manifest, for example, in a temperature shift of regions with different predominant electrical conductivity mechanisms and in some change of the curve slope.

From an electronics viewpoint, the electrode/CDW/electrode system can be represented by an equivalent circuit simulating the electrical properties for the passage of DC and AC current. The search for the simplest equivalent circuits of CDW is an important task for future CDWs modeling in devices. Based on nanoimpedance microscopy data, an equivalent circuit was suggested [100] that takes into account the contribution of single-domain neighborhood conductivity to the I–V curves of CDWs with small inclination angles (a few degrees) for LN : Mg crystals with super-bandgap illumination. In this model, the single-domain specimen in an AC electric field can be represented as parallel-connected resistance and capacitance. The domain boundary in a microscopic representation consists of interchanging neutral and charged segments which can be simulated by different combinations of parallel resistance and capacitance. For most of these segments, the sequence can be combined into a single constant phase element (CPE, Fig. 5a). The effect of super-bandgap illumination manifests as a decrease in the real part of the electrical resistivity. The interface barriers at metallic electrodes and CDW can be taken into account by adding one more capacitance connected in series to the CPE. Thus, the general equivalent circuit will consist of a single-domain circuit and a CDW circuit connected in parallel. Another approach to the description of CDWs equivalent circuit was suggested in [92]. In this approach, the intrinsic Ohmic resistance of the material can be simulated by a resistor, and the contact phenomena can be represented by a diode connected in series with that resistor. Due to potential differences in contact phenomena on opposite specimen sides, specimens with flat electrodes are simulated using two parallel-connected resistance-diode circuits with diodes connected in opposite directions (Fig. 5b).

This equivalent circuit was called the R2D2 model. A description of the electric circuit of a specimen with CDW as a set of elementary electronic components allows predicting diode behavior of CDWs conductivity and significantly simplifying the development of those electronic devices, e.g. diodes [121] or logic switches [122].

4. Prospects of CDWs application in LN applications as resistive and memristive switching devices

As mentioned earlier, the local conductivity of CDWs can be continuously varied over a range of values, and the established state persists over time. Therefore, an obvious practical application field of ferroelectric CDWs is the design of logic elements [123] or memory cells, either binary or with a continuous range of stored values. One disadvantage of ferroelectric memory (FeRAM) that are intensely studied in recent years is that bit data reading requires using test pulses which are similar to the writing pulses. This data reading method carries a high risk of data deletion and necessity of further rewriting, thus reducing the device operation speed [124]. In some materials, regular data rewriting in FeRAM can trigger fatigue effects and reduce their residual polarization [125]. A fundamental advantage of ferroelectric CDWs memory is the difference in the reading and writing pulse amplitudes since writing and reading are controlled by two different processes. The data bit writing operation is similar to that for FeRAM, i.e., applying an electric field with coercive and/or sub-coercive magnitude for domain structure switching, whereas reading implies measuring the domain wall conductivity at a voltage that is lower than that required for data writing. This allows one to achieve, for the same writing speeds (which by analogy with FeRAM depend on domain wall movement speed...
within an elementary device), higher data storage density and data reading speeds, high stability, lower power consumption and, probably most attractively from a fundamental viewpoint, the possibility of writing intermediate states between “0” and “1” (i.e., to implement memristive switching) [91].

A straightforward design for a ferroelectric CDW-based RAM includes a crossbar structure with individual domains at electrode crossings (Fig. 6). Unfortunately, this approach is practically difficult since the formation of CDWs in a nanosized single-domain cluster between two crossing electrodes requires applying sub-coercive fields for initiating repolarization without its completion. Due to the fundamental instability of ferroelectric switching, the reproducibility of parameters in this memory is expected to be extremely low. Nevertheless, some individual cells of this type have already shown very promising results.

It was reported [21, 91] that in thin LNOI films, application of short voltage pulses with sub-coercive magnitude to CDW allows effectively controlling CDWs conductivity. The change in the current amplitude could be as large as several times and depended on the number of pulses, the voltage of each pulse being the same and the CDW inclination angle being relatively moderate. In fact the CDW exhibited a clear memristive effect enabling the writing of up to a hundred different conductivity values in a single memory cell.

Along with sub-coercive electric field magnitude pulses that locally change the inclination angle and hence the conductivity of CDWs, memristive switching can also be achieved with pulses that are stronger than the domain structure switching field [7, 97]. Then the local electrical conductivity changes due to an increase in the CDW length near the controlling electrode. Full domain structure switching is accompanied by high-density currents through the specimen, making it important to choose electrodes that can resist burning or exfoliation from the specimen under these conditions. Promising option can be the use of graphene [97] that can withstand high current densities and intensely interact with the LN electron subsystem [126].

Another possible configuration of CDWs device structures is a planar structure in which the conducting wall is at some depth and the electrodes are connected through cavities etched in necessary points (Fig. 7, see supplementary information for [7]). An advantage of this design is the possibility to form CDW with a close to 90 deg inclination angle at the preparation stage on a large area, and a disadvantage is the complexity of crossbar structure configuration (lower data density).

Another type of device structure for CDWs memory cells are three-electrode cells with a control electrode [90, 95, 120, 127]. Following the analogy with field transistors, the electrodes of this cell are called drain, source and gate. The three-electrode CDWs memory cell is a single crystal “island” towering over the substrate surface, with its source and drain located at the butt-ends and the control gate positioned on the to (Fig. 8). This structure is symmetrical relative to the control gate and therefore the choice of drain and source is arbitrary. These mesostructures can be formed on the surface of a single crystal LN wafer by precision ion beam etching and lithography. Depending on the gate to source voltage ratio (at a constant drain voltage), either a CDW with controlled inclination angle (high conductivity state) or a single-domain region without a domain wall or with a neutral head-to-tail...
wall (low conductivity state) can form in the bulk of the single crystal island.

Such three-electrode CDW memory cells in LN:Mg crystals [90, 120] demonstrated writing speeds from decades to hundreds of nanoseconds for one boundary conductivity state switching which corresponds to operation frequencies from decades to hundreds of MHz. Clearly, the simultaneous writing of a large number of cells enables the design of a nonvolatile Domain Wall Random Access Memory (DWRAM) with speeds ranging from units to decades of Gb/s. It was also shown that for some configurations, the CDW in LN exhibit diode I–V curve and can conduct high-density currents without degradation. This makes them promising for high-power diodes [121, 128]. In 2023, a three-electrode crossbar cell binary memory was demonstrated, featuring functional elements in the form of CDW formed in mesostructures on single crystal LN:Mg wafers [90].

The low switching voltages and the potential for implementing nonvolatile memory make three-electrode CDW structures viable candidates as synapses for artificial neural networks [96]. Neuron links are activated in these devices by creating and deleting almost neutral domain walls between two electrodes. The number of walls can be controlled by positive/negative voltage pulses. Simulation of a neuromorphic network using three-electrode memory cell synapses with CDWs formed in LNOI films allows achieving a test set human face recognition accuracy of 95.6% which is close to the maximum theoretical performance for neuromorphic computing devices [96].

Quite promising option is to combine the properties of head-to-head and tail-to-tail CDWs in a single device. Two opposite CDWs formed in LNOI:Mg located at a small distance from each other form a rectifying $p-i-n$ diode having a forward voltage drop of 10–15 V. To increase the current density through this diode one can connect several conducting CDWs in parallel [103].

An important task in developing binary and memristive memories is cell miniaturization. In ferroelectrics, reduction of the dimensions of single domains formed by local switching increases the specific contribution of the domain wall energy to the free energy of the crystal in a local volume. Therefore, walls with the highest surface charge densities formed at room temperature by external fields exhibit only moderate stability. They can be “deleted” by their macroscopic single-domain neighborhood or transform into neutral ones due to weak screening of bound ionic charges, inducing high depolarization fields. By polarizing CDWs at elevated temperatures one can produce memory cell regions with a concentration gradient of point defects redistributed within the device due to electrodiffusion [95, 120]. These regions are believed to be associated with CDWs positions at elevated temperatures and to stabilize the newly produced walls after cooling. At sufficiently short read/write pulses (few microseconds), an inhomogeneous distribution of defect concentrations produced in the memory cell does not degrade thus providing for stable cyclic device operation.

5. Conclusion

The commitment to utilizing structural defects as active device elements is a logical consequence of the development of research and engineering ideas in microelectronics materials science. CDWs in ferroelectric materials are the perfect group of defects for being formed in their most
natural manner, i.e., by applying external electric fields. Lithium niobate, which is well-studied, chemically and thermally stable and produced in commercial quantities, is a perfect platform for devices making use of the unique CDWs properties. The most actively studied CDWs application field is the production of CDWs memristors, i.e., electronic components capable of varying their electrical resistivity upon external current or voltage application and retain the preset state for a long time. CDWs memristors formed in LN are primarily interesting for the possibility of producing arrays of neurormorphic devices with reproducible and time-stable parameters using conventional microelectronics methods. Although the main achievements in the studies and applications of CDWs in LN were obtained for magnesium doped crystals, the high conductivity and memristive properties are also found in CDWs formed in chemically reduced crystals. Chemically reduced LN crystals are the ones that allow the formation of CDW with inclination angles close to 90 deg, making them of great fundamental interest.

Despite the significant progress in LN CDWs research there are many directions for further research and engineering effort. Of great interest are CDWs properties in crystals and films doped with electrically active impurities allowing to reduce the coercive fields of domain structure switching or increase the wall conductivity. Furthermore, CDWs application in prospective electronics devices requires further analysis of factors potentially affecting CDWs performance for each specific device type, search for methods to increase parameter stability of these devices and identification of miniaturization and substrate device density limits.
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